
The Polygon Creature 

Project



Directions:  You can make your own polygon creatures!  Use the creature's 

name on each sheet for clues on how to create your creature.  For example 

this creature is a Pentatoothed Creature so it has five teeth.  Each 

creature must have the shape that it is named after for its head.  Notice 

that this creature's head is shaped like a pentagon.  At the bottom of your 

creation write a sentence about your creature.

This is a Pentatoothed creature.  You can tell it is a Pentatoothed Creature because 

it has five teeth and a head shaped like a pentagon.



Created by (Name):____________________________________                              

Directions:  You can make your own polygon creature!  Use the creature's name for 

clues on how to create your creature.   The creature's head must be shaped like the 

polygon for which it is named.                                                

Write about your creature here:

Trimouthed Creature



Created by (Name):____________________________________                              

Directions:  You can make your own polygon creature!  Use the creature's name for 

clues on how to create your creature.   The creature's head must be shaped like the 

polygon for which it is named.                                                

Write about your creature here:

Quadheaded Creature



Created by (Name):____________________________________                              

Directions:  You can make your own polygon creature!  Use the creature's name for 

clues on how to create your creature.   The creature's head must be shaped like the 

polygon for which it is named.                                                

Write about your creature here:

Pentahorned Creature



Created by (Name):____________________________________                              

Directions:  You can make your own polygon creature!  Use the creature's name for 

clues on how to create your creature.   The creature's head must be shaped like the 

polygon for which it is named.                                                

Write about your creature here:

Hexatongued Creature



Created by (Name):____________________________________                              

Directions:  You can make your own polygon creature!  Use the creature's name for 

clues on how to create your creature.   The creature's head must be shaped like the 

polygon for which it is named.                                                

Write about your creature here:

Octatailed Creature



Created by (Name):____________________________________                              

Directions:  You can make your own polygon creature!  Use the creature's name for 

clues on how to create your creature.   The creature's head must be shaped like the 

polygon for which it is named.                                                

Decaspiked Creature

Write about your creature here:


